Information geometry of excess and housekeeping entropy production
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A nonequilibrium system is characterized by a set of thermodynamic forces and fluxes which give rise to
entropy production (EP). We show that these forces and fluxes have an information-geometric structure, which
allows us to decompose EP into contributions from different types of forces in general (linear and nonlinear)
discrete systems. We focus on the excess and housekeeping decomposition, which separates contributions from
conservative and nonconservative forces. Unlike the Hatano-Sasa decomposition, our housekeeping/excess
terms are always well-defined, including in systems with odd variables and nonlinear systems without steady
states. Our decomposition leads to far-from-equilibrium thermodynamic uncertainty relations and speed limits.
As an illustration, we derive a thermodynamic bound on the time necessary for one cycle in a chemical oscillator.

A major goal of nonequilibrium thermodynamics is to understand entropy production (EP) from an operational point of
view, in terms of tradeoffs between EP and functional properties such as speed of dynamical evolution [1, 2] and statistics of
fluctuating observables [3]. However, EP can arise from different factors, including relaxation from nonequilibrium states,
nonconservative forces, and exchange of conserved quantities
between different reservoirs. In this Letter, we use methods
from information geometry [4, 5] to decompose EP into nonnegative contributions from different sources and to study their
operational consequences.
We focus on the decomposition of EP into excess and housekeeping terms [6–8]. At a general level, excess EP is the
contribution from conservative forces, which arise from the
change of a thermodynamic potential, and it is expected to
vanish in steady state. Housekeeping EP is the contribution
from nonconservative forces, such as the forces that generate cyclic fluxes in nonequilibrium steady states. The housekeeping contribution can be arbitrarily large, and in general it
diverges during quasistatic transformations between nonequilibrium steady states [9, 10]. One of the main goals of this
decomposition is to derive tighter thermodynamic tradeoffs
and bounds by considering only the excess part of EP [8, 10].
While the housekeeping/excess decomposition is well understood at a conceptual level, identifying the correct formal
definitions remains an open area of research [10–15]. The
best known proposal is the Hatano-Sasa (HS) decomposition,
also called the adiabatic/nonadiabatic decomposition [6, 7, 16–
18]. However, the HS decomposition has several drawbacks.
First, its physical meaning in terms of experimentally accessible observables is unclear [10, 19, 20]. Second, it can lead
to unphysical negative values in stochastic systems with odd
variables (variables such as velocity whose sign changes under
time-reversal) [12, 13, 21]. It can also lead to negative values in chemical systems that violate complex balance [17, 18].
Finally, it is unclear how to define the HS decomposition for
systems that lack stable steady states, such as chemical systems
that exhibit oscillations [14]. These drawbacks suggest that the
HS decomposition is not the ultimate definition of excess and
housekeeping EP.
Here we propose a new excess/housekeeping decomposi-

tion which resolves all of these issues. Our decomposition is
derived using techniques from information geometry, and it
is well-defined and nonnegative for all discrete systems, including systems with odd variables and nonlinear chemical
systems without steady states. Our excess EP is experimentally accessible via statistics of fluctuating observables, and it
leads to new thermodynamic uncertainty relations (TURs) and
thermodynamic speed limits (TSLs), which can be tight even
in the far-from-equilibrium regime.
Our approach is related to the decomposition proposed by
Maes and Netočný (MN) for Langevin systems [10], which
is recovered in the appropriate continuum limit. The MN
decomposition was studied from a geometric perspective in
Refs. [19, 20, 22], and generalized to discrete systems by
the present authors in Ref. [14]. Unlike these previous papers, which used a generalized Euclidean geometry, here we
consider the non-Euclidean setting of information geometry,
which is more appropriate for far-from-equilibrium systems
(for a comparison with Ref. [14], see SM7.2 in the Supplemental Material (SM).).
This work complements existing research on geometry and
thermodynamics [23–28], including recent studies of stochastic thermodynamics and information geometry [29–45]. However, almost all of these studies considered the geometry of
thermodynamic states, rather than dynamical quantities (thermodynamic forces and fluxes) as pursued here. Exceptions include Ref. [46], which studied information geometry of trajectories in stochastic systems, but did not derive decompositions
based on constraints on forces nor analyze their operational
implications. Finally, Ref. [47] recently considered decompositions of fluxes and forces using different type of information
geometry (see SM7.3 for a summary and comparison).
Setup.— We consider a system with N species or states with
distribution p = (p1 , . . . , pN ) ∈ RN
>0 at time t. The system
evolves in continuous time, either as a linear stochastic master
equation or a nonlinear rate equation (deterministic chemical
reaction system). The dynamics are generated by a set of
M reversible reactions, where each reaction ρ ∈ {1..M } is
associated with a unique reverse reaction ρ̃ ∈ {1..M }. The
reactions are also associated with a set of (one-way) fluxes
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J = (J1 , . . . , JM ) ∈ RM
>0 . Note that p and J generally
depend on time, though we leave this dependence implicit in
the notation. We make no assumptions about the form of the
fluxes (e.g., no assumption of mass action kinetics), except
where otherwise noted.
For each reaction ρ and species x, the stoichiometric coefficient ∇ρx = −∇ρ̃x ∈ Z indicates how many units of x
are added or removed by ρ. The overall matrix ∇ ∈ ZM ×N
acts the discrete gradient operator: for any state observable
φ ∈ RN , [∇φ]ρ indicates how much reaction ρ changes the
amount of φ. Its transpose ∇T acts as the (negative) discrete
divergence operator. The system’s distribution evolves according to the continuity equation dt p = ∇T J , while expectations
of observables evolve as (dt p)T φ = J T ∇φ.
The reactions are also associated with a set of thermodynamic forces f = (f1 , . . . , fM ) ∈ RM which we assume
obey local detailed balance.
For now, we restrict our attention to systems without odd variables, in which case the
forces are given by the log ratio of forward and reverse fluxes,
fρ = ln(Jρ /Jρ̃ ). Note that fρ is the change in total entropy
due to reaction
entropy production rate (EPR) is
Pρ and theP
given by σ̇ = ρ Jρ fρ = ρ Jρ ln(Jρ /Jρ̃ ).
To make things concrete, consider a stochastic master equation without odd variables.PHere p is a probability distribution
α
α
which evolves as dt px = y(6=x),α (py Rxy
− px Ryx
), where
α
Ryx is the rate of transitions x  y mediated by reservoir α.
Each “reaction” ρ represents one transition (x  y, α) with
α
, stoichiometry ∇ρz = δzy − δzx (so that
flux Jρ = px Ryx
[∇φ]ρ = φy − φx ), and reverse reaction ρ̃ corresponding to
the transition (y  x, α).
Alternatively, for deterministic chemical systems, p is a
vector of nonnegative concentrations of different chemical
species, ∇ is the transpose of the stoichiometric matrix, and J
is the vector of fluxes across reversible reactions (see SM1 for
more details of chemical systems, including a generalization
of our formalism to account for external currents).
To introduce techniques from information geometry, we define an exponential family of fluxes parameterized by θ ∈ RM :
jρ (θ) := Jρ eθρ −fρ .

(1)

Within this family, the actual fluxes are recovered at θ = f ,
Jρ = jρ (f ), and the reverse fluxes are recovered at θ = 0,
Jρ̃ = jρ (0). The generalized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [Def. 2.8, 5] provides an information-theoretic distance
between members of this family:
D(θkθ 0 ) =

Xh
ρ

jρ (θ) ln

Derivations of these results, which use standard techniques
from information geometry, are in SM2.
Recall that a vector of thermodynamic forces f is called conservative if it is the negative gradient of some thermodynamic
potential φ ∈ RN , so that f = −∇φ. For example, for a
master equation that obeys detailed balance relative to an equilibrium distribution π (Rxy πy = Ryx πx ), the thermodynamic
forces are conservative for the potential φx = ln(px /πx ).
In general, the housekeeping EPR should vanish when f is
conservative. Motivated by this, we define the housekeeping
EPR as the information-theoretic distance between f and the
closest conservative force −∇φ,
σ̇hk := min D(f k−∇φ) ≥ 0.
φ∈RN

Note that 0 ≤ σ̇hk ≤ σ̇, since D is nonnegative and D(f k0) =
σ̇ is achieved by φ = 0. Furthermore, the minimum is always
achieved by some optimal potential φ∗ , and the optimal conservative force −∇φ∗ is unique (SM2.1). Therefore, when f
is conservative, σ̇hk vanishes and −∇φ∗ = f .
The excess EPR is defined as the remainder σ̇ex := σ̇ − σ̇hk .
Using the duality principle from information geometry, σ̇ex
can be written in a variational form (SM2.2),
σ̇ex = min D(θk0) where ∇T j(θ) = dt p.
θ∈RM

σ̇ = D(f k0),
(3)
P
P
which follows from Eqs. (1)-(2) and ρ Jρ = ρ Jρ̃ .
Housekeeping vs. excess EPR.— We now introduce our
decomposition of the EPR, which is shown visually in Fig. 1.

(5)

This means that σ̇ex is the distance from the closest j(θ) to the
reverse fluxes j(0) such that j(θ) leads to the same dynamical
evolution as the actual fluxes, dt p = ∇T J . The optimum is
achieved by the optimal conservative force −∇φ∗ in Eq. (4).
Both Eqs. (4) and (5) are convex optimization problems that
can be solved using standard numerical techniques.
Combining these results, we can write our decomposition
using the Pythagorean relation for KL divergence (see Fig. 1):
D(f k0) = D(f k−∇φ∗ ) + D(−∇φ∗ k0) .
{z
} |
{z
}
| {z } |
σ̇
σ̇hk
σ̇ex

(6)

Eq. (6) is analogous to the Pythagorean Theorem in Euclidean
geometry, with the KL divergence playing the role of squared
Euclidean distance.
Actual forces

i
jρ (θ)
0
+j
(θ
)−j
(θ)
≥ 0. (2)
ρ
ρ
jρ (θ 0 )

Importantly, the EPR can be written using this KL divergence,

(4)

Projected forces
Conservative forces

Figure 1. Illustration of excess/housekeeping decomposition, Eq. (6).
The red line indicates the set of parameter values that lead to the same
dynamical evolution as the forward fluxes, j(θ) = ∇j(f ) = ∇J .
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The optimal potential φ∗ has several interesting properties.
Given Eq. (5), the fluxes corresponding to the optimal conservative force −∇φ∗ give rise to the actual dynamical evolution,
dt p = ∇T j(−∇φ∗ ). Moreover, as we show in SM4, this dynamical evolution can be written as a gradient flow for a free
energy defined in terms of φ∗ , which generalizes an existing
result for conservative forces [48, 49]. In essence, φ∗ acts
as the system’s “effective” free energy, which is well-defined
even in the presence of nonconservative forces.
Although the definition of σ̇ex makes no explicit mention
of steady state, σ̇ex vanishes if the system is in steady state
(SM2.5). Note that the reverse fluxes induce the opposite dynamics as the forward fluxes, ∇j(0) = −∇J . In steady state,
dt p = ∇J = 0, so the reverse fluxes satisfy the constraint in
Eq. (5), ∇T j(0) = 0, while achieving the minimum σ̇ex = 0.
In addition, by properties of KL divergence, σ̇ex ∼ kdt pk2
near steady state. Thus, the time integral of excess EP vanishes in the quasistatic limit of slow driving, when τ → ∞
and dt p ∼ 1/τ .
We can compare our decomposition to the HS decomposition. For stochastic master equations, the HS housekeeping EPR can be expressed as the information-theoretic distance between f and a particular vector of conservative forces,
ss
HS
σ̇hk
= D(f k−∇φss ), where the potential φss
x = ln px /πx
ss
is defined via the steady-state distribution π (SM7.1). The
same result also holds for nonlinear chemical systems with
mass action kinetics and complex balance. The variational
HS
HS
.
principle in Eq. (4) then implies that σ̇hk ≤ σ̇hk
and σ̇ex ≥ σ̇ex
HS
The remainder σ̇cpl = σ̇hk − σ̇hk ≥ 0 is a “coupling term”,
similar to one recently proposed for Langevin dynamics [20].
Importantly, our general approach can be used to derive
many other kinds of decomposition of the EPR, not just the
housekeeping/excess decomposition. By replacing ∇ with
some other matrix in Eq. (4), one can consider projections
onto a different subspace of forces, rather than the set of conservative forces. We leave exploration of such alternative
decompositions for future work.
Excess EPR and dynamical fluctuations.— Our housekeeping/excess decomposition is directly related to the dynamical
fluctuations of observables, which provides an effective way to
bound and estimate σ̇ex from experimental data. This differs
from the existing decompositions, including the HS decomposition, which requires knowledge of the steady state and has no
direct relationship with physical observables at a given point
in time [19].
Let us first review the relationship between dynamical fluctuations and the EPR. It has been recently shown that the EPR
obeys the following variational principle [50, 51] (SM2.4):
X
σ̇ = max
Jρ (θρ − e−θρ + 1),
(7)
θ∈Θ

ρ

where Θ = {θ ∈ RM : θρ = θρ̃ ∀ρ} is the set of antisymmetric current observables, and the maximum is achieved by
the thermodynamic
P forces f . A series expansion gives σ̇ =
maxθ∈Θ [2hθi − k>1 (−1)k hθ k i/k!], where hθ k i = J T θ k

is the kth moment of θ. Thus, in stochastic systems, EPR constrains the mean and higher-order fluctuations of all current
observables. This constraint is stronger than standard TURs
[52], because the maximum in Eq. (7) always gives the exact
EPR, including in discrete systems and systems arbitrarily far
from equilibrium and steady state. This provides a powerful method for measuring EPR from empirical observations
[50, 51], since any choice of current observable gives a bound
on the EPR which can be made arbitrarily tight by optimizing
over observables.
Our decomposition has a closely related interpretation.
Specifically, excess EPR can be written in terms of the following variational formula,
X
(8)
σ̇ex = max
Jρ ([−∇φ]ρ − e[∇φ]ρ + 1),
φ∈RN

ρ

where the φ that achieves the maximum is the optimal potential
φ∗ from Eq. (4). Eq. (8) follows from σ̇ex = D(f k0) −
minφ D(f k−∇φ) and rearranging (SM2.4).
This shows that σ̇ex satisfies the same variational principle
as the EPR, except that current observables are restricted to
those of the form −∇φ, as generated by the change of some
state observable φ. (We use the symbol φ for both state
potentials and state observables, since they are not formally
distinguished in our approach.) Thus, in stochastic systems,
σ̇ex constrains the dynamic fluctuations of all state observables;
conversely, σ̇ex is the part of EPR that can be accessed by
measuring the fluctuations of state observables. The same
techniques proposed in [50, 51] to estimate EPR can also be
used to estimate excess EPR from real-world data. In fact,
it may be much easier to estimate σ̇ex than σ̇, since σ̇ex does
not require measurements of arbitrary current observables but
only changes of state observables (i.e., by measuring some φ
at time t and t + δt over many runs of a process).
For a system governed by conservative forces, σ̇ = σ̇ex and
the two variational principles in Eqs. (7) and (8) agree. In
fact, for stochastic master equations with conservative forces,
Ref. [44] derived a variational expression of σ̇ that turns out
to be equivalent to Eq. (8). Our decomposition generalizes
that variational principle to linear and nonlinear systems with
nonconservative forces. It also generalizes the main result
of Ref. [44], which is an information-theoretic bound on the
speed of evolution in stochastic equations with time-symmetric
driving (SM3).
TURs and TSLs.— We now use Eq. (8) to derive TURs and
TSLs for the excess EP. Our results apply both to linear and
nonlinear systems.
Consider any state observable φ, and assume without
loss of generality that it is scaled so that k∇φ(t)k∞ ≤ 1.
Our bounds
P are stated in terms of the observable’s speed
Jφ := Pρ Jρ [∇φ]ρ = (dt p)T φ and the dynamical activity A = ρ Jρ (the overall number of reactions per second
[2]). We also consider the “meanP
deviation” of the observable’s dynamic fluctuations, Vφ = ρ Jρ |[∇φ]ρ | ≤ A. Vφ is
a nonnegative measure of the size of fluctuations that vanishes
when φ is a conserved quantity.
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(9)

This result follows from Eq. (8) and a simple bound on the
exponential function, with all details in SM5. We can also
derive a finite-time version of Eq. (9). We consider a process over time t ∈ [0, τ ] and any time-dependent observable
φ(t) (k∇φ(t)k∞ ≤ 1 at all t). Using Eq. (9) and Jensen’s
inequality, Rwe derive a bound on the integrated excess EP
τ
Σex (τ ) = 0 σ̇ex (t) dt,
Σex (τ ) ≥ 2Lφ tanh−1

Lφ
Lφ
≥ 2Lφ tanh−1
, (10)
τ hVφ i
τ hAi

Rτ
where Lφ = 0 |Jφ (t)| dt is the trajectory length of the
Rτ
observable, while hVφ i = (1/τ ) 0 Vφ (t) dt and hAi =
Rτ P
(1/τ ) 0
ρ Jρ (t) dt are time-averaged mean deviation and
dynamical activity. A simple rearrangement of Eq. (10) gives
a far-from-equilibrium TSL:
Σex
Σex
Lφ
Lφ
coth
coth
≥
.
τ≥
hVφ i
2Lφ
hAi
2Lφ

(11)

Naturally, these bounds also hold for total EP, Σex ≤ Σ.
The choice of the time-dependent observable in Eqs. (10)
and (11) can be used to derive various specialized
TSLs. For example, for the “total variation” observable
φtv
x (t)R:= (1/2)sign(dt px (t)), the trajectory length is Lφtv =
τ
(1/2) 0 kdt pk1 dt. Alternatively, using a different timedependent observable, one can derive TSLs for the “L1 Wasserstein path length”, an important quantity in optimal
transport theory (see [Sec. 4, 53] for details).
The bound in Eq. (9) diverges as Jφ /A → 1, the absolutely irreversible regime where all activity is channeled into
directed movement. It is stronger than conventional TURs that
are quadratic in Jφ [54], which are tight only near equilibrium and do not diverge in the limit of absolute irreversibility. Furthermore, Eq. (11) implies a finite minimal time
τmin = L/hAi, where Σex diverges as − ln(τ − τmin ) as
τ → τmin . This is stronger than the 1/τ finite-time scaling
reported in conventional TSLs [1, 2, 14, 22, 45, 55, 56], which
only become tight in the limit of slow driving [57–59]. The
difference between these finite-time scaling relations is shown
in Fig. 2(a). Our bounds can be related to recently proposed
far-from-equilibrium TURs [60, 61] and TSLs [53, 62, 63] but
go beyond these existing results, which either do not apply
to nonlinear chemical systems and/or do not separately consider excess EP (therefore cannot be tight in the presence of
nonconservative forces).
Example.— We illustrate our results on the Brusselator [64],
a well-known model of an autocatalytic chemical system. The
model contains three reactions: 1) ∅  X, 2) X  Y , and
3) 2X + Y  3X. We assume mass action kinetics with rate
constants k1+ = k1− = k2− = k3− = 1 and k2+ = 15, k3+ = 5.
For these parameters, the system exhibits limit cycle behavior.

(1)

τ ≥ τmin = (C/2hAi) coth(Σex /C).

(12)

Remarkably, this bound is not specific to the Brusselator, and
actually applies to any limit cycle in any chemical system.
We compare our TSL to a weaker bound that uses the EP
(2)
rather than excess EP, τmin = (C/2hAi) coth(Σ/C) (which
is also new to the literature). Finally, we compare our result to an existing TSL for chemical systems, proposed in
Ref. [55]. Using Eq. 12 and Eq. 13 in that paper, along with
R ts +τ
kċ(t)k1 dt ≥ C, implies the bound τ ≥ C 2 /hD̃iΣ,
ts
where the quantity hD̃i depends on system fluxes and stoichiometry [55]. For the Brusselator, hD̃i ≤ hAi, which finally
(3)
gives τmin = C 2 /hAiΣ.
Using numerically calculated values of τ , C, hAi, and Σex
and Σ, we compare the tightness of the bounds:
(1)

(2)

τ /τmin ≈ 0.13

τ /τmin ≈ 0.026

(3)

τ /τmin ≈ 0.0013.

Thus, despite its generality, Eq. (12) provides a relatively tight
bound on the cycle period, which is two orders of magnitude
better than any previously known bound.
Odd variables.— We finish by discussing our decomposition in the context of linear master equations with odd variables. In such systems, the thermodynamic force across a single transition x → y is fyx = ln[px Ryx /(py Rxy )], where
a)
2L tanh−1
2L2
τ hAi

b)
3

L
τ hAi

Concentration

Jφ
Jφ
≥ 2Jφ tanh−1
.
Vφ
A

τmin

σ̇ex ≥ 2Jφ tanh−1

The time-dependent concentrations cX (t), cY (t) are shown
in Fig. 2(b), with one cycle period t ∈ [ts , ts + τ ] highlighted.
Fig. 2(c) shows σ̇ex (t) at different times; it is always nonnegative and tends to be large when the concentrations are changing
HS
rapidly. Fig. 2(c) also shows the HS excess EPR σ̇ex
(t) calcu∗
∗
lated using the (unstable) fixed point (cX , cY ) = (1, 8/3). It
HS
can be seen that σ̇ex
sometimes exhibits unphysical negative
values.
Next, we illustrate Eq. (11) by deriving a TSL
on the cycle period τ , stated in terms of the cyR t +τ
cle arc length C = tss kċ(t)k2 dt, dynamical activity
R t +τ P
hAi = (1/τ ) tss
ρ Jρ (t) dt (average number of reacR t +τ
tions/second), and excess EP, Σex (τ ) = tss σ̇ex (t) dt. We
bound the cycle length using the total variation observable φtv ,
R t +τ
Lφtv = (1/2) tss kdt c(t)k1 dt ≥ C/2, where we used the
inequality between `1 and `2 norms. Since Eq. (11) is monotonically decreasing in Lφ , we recover the following TSL:

Entropy production

We first derive the following short-time TUR,

0

2

4

Time (τ )
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c)
1
0

2

−1
cX
cY

1
0

σex

−2
ts

Time

ts+τ 12

HS
σex

0

ts

Time

ts+τ 12

Figure 2. a) Finite-time scaling in Eq. (10) vs. 1/τ scaling in standard
TSLs. b) Trajectory of a Brusselator model that reaches a limit cycle.
We derive a bound on the minimal time τ need to complete a cycle.
HS
c) σ̇ex (t) vs. σ̇ex
(t) for the Brusselator model.
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p is the probability distribution, R is the rate matrix, and x
is state x with odd variables flipped in sign [13, 65]. Odd
variables lead to problems with the HS decomposition, such
as negative values of housekeeping EPR [12, 13, 21]. To our
knowledge, no universally applicable housekeeping/excess decomposition has been proposed for such systems.
On the other hand, our decomposition generalizes immediately to systems with odd variables, as long as the vector of
thermodynamic forces is defined appropriately. In the presence P
of odd variables, the EPR does not have the usual form
σ̇ = ρ Jρ fρ . Nonetheless, as we show in SM6, it can still be
written as the generalized KL divergence σ̇ = D(f k0), as in
Eq. (3). Our expressions of σ̇ex and σ̇hk in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5),
as well as the Pythagorean relation in Eq. (6), hold without
modification. In SM6.3, we consider an example system with
odd variables and demonstrate that our decomposition gives
physically meaningful values, even when the HS housekeeping
EPR is negative.
Note that some of our other results must be qualified in the
presence of odd variables. For instance, excess EPR vanishes
in steady state only if the steady-state distribution obeys timess
, and the same holds for the
reversal symmetry πxss = πx
HS
bound σ̇ex ≤ σ̇ex . Finally, the variational principle in Eq. (8),
as well as the TUR and TSL derived from it, do not hold in
general for systems with odd variables.
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SM1.

Deterministic chemical systems

Here we show how our formalism can be used to analyze deterministic chemical systems, and how the continuity
equation dt p = ∇T J gives the deterministic rate equation.
Consider a chemical system with N species and m reversible reactions. Let the r ∈ {1..m} reversible reaction be
X

νxr Zx 

x

X

κxr Zx ,

(S13)

x

where Zx is the x-th species, and νxr and κxr are stoichiometric coefficients. We also write the forward and reverse
flux across this reaction as Jr→ and Jr← . As an example, for a chemical system with mass action kinetics, these fluxes
are given by
Jr→ = kr→

Y

cνxxr ,

Jr← = kr←

x

Y

cκxxr .

(S14)

x

where kr→ and kr← are the forward and reverse rate constants and cx is the concentration of Zx . (Note that mass action
kinetics are used as an example; our results do not assume mass action kinetics except where explicitly stated.)
To connect to the formalism described in the main text, each reversible reaction should be treated as two separate
one-way reactions ρ and ρ̃, with fluxes and stoichiometric entries defined as:
Jρ = Jr→ ,

∇ρx = νxr − κxr

Jρ̃ = Jr← ,

∇ρ̃x = κxr − νxr .

(S15)

Thus, m reversible reactions in the original representation give rise to M = 2m one-way reactions in our formalism.
Using these definitions, the deterministic rate equation is
dt cx =

m
M
X
X
(νxr − κxr )(Jr→ − Jr← ) =
∇ρx Jρ .
r=1

(S16)

ρ=1

This recovers the continuity equation mentioned in the main text, dt p = ∇T J , if we adopt the notation px = cx .
Observe that our definition of the EPR coincides with the conventional one for chemical reaction networks:
σ̇ =

m
X
r=1

Jr→ ln

m

m

r=1

r=1

Jr→
Jr→ X ← Jr← X →
←
+
J
ln
=
(J
−
J
)
ln
.
r
r
r
Jr←
Jr→
Jr←

(S17)

We remark that a slightly different convention is used in Ref. [14]. There, the notation S is used instead of
∇T , and each reversible reaction r is treated as a single “edge” r with net flux Jr = Jr→ − Jr← (which may be

positive or negative). In that paper, m reversible reactions lead to M = m edges, with the associated rate equation
P
dt cx = m
r=1 Sxr Jr .
We finish by showing that our approach immediately generalizes to chemical systems subject to external currents,
such as a continuous-flow stirred-tank reactor with inflow and dilution. In this case, the dynamical evolution obeys
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the modified continuity equation
dt p = ∇T J + c,

where c ∈ RN is a vector of external currents (like p and J , in general c can depend on time). In this case, the
expression of the EPR in terms the generalized KL divergence remains unmodified, σ̇ = D(f k0) as in Eq. (3) in the
main text, as does the definition of the housekeeping EPR in Eq. (4) and the Pythagorean decomposition in Eq. (6).
The expression of the excess EPR in Eq. (5) should be written in a slightly more general way,
σ̇ex = infM D(θk0)
θ∈R

∇T j(θ) = ∇T J ,

where

(S18)

that is using ∇T J instead of dt p. We note that some of the subsequent results, such as the statement that σ̇ex vanishes
in steady state, do not necessarily hold in the presence of external currents.

SM2.

Information-geometric fundamentals

Our decomposition of the entropy production uses existing techniques from information geometry (see in particular
Theorem 1 in [66]). To be self-contained, in this appendix we provide simple derivations of our main results.

SM2.1 Existence and uniqueness of minimizer in the definition of the housekeeping EPR, Eq. (4)

We first demonstrate the existence of the minimizer of the optimization problem which defines housekeeping EPR,
Eq. (4) in the main text.
To begin, write the generalized KL divergence from Eq. (2) as
D(f kθ) =

X

Jρ (fρ − θρ + eθρ −fρ − 1).

(S19)

ρ

Note that the function θρ 7→ fρ − θρ + eθρ −fρ − 1 is nonnegative, continuous, strictly convex, and “coercive” (diverges
to ∞ as |θρ | → ∞). By assumption Jρ > 0 for all ρ, therefore the function θ 7→ D(f kθ) is also nonnegative,
continuous, strictly convex, and coercive. Continuity and coercivity imply that the sublevel set A := {θ ∈ RM :
D(f kθ) ≤ D(f k0)} is compact [67, Lemma 8.3]. The set B := A ∩ im −∇ is nonempty (it contains 0) and also

compact, since it is the intersection of a compact set and a closed set [p. 38, 68]. Finally, by the extreme value
theorem, there exists some f ∗ = −∇φ∗ ∈ B such that
D(f k−∇φ∗ ) = inf D(f kθ) =
θ∈B

inf

θ∈im −∇

D(f kθ) = infN D(f k−∇φ).
φ∈R

11

This proves that the minimum is attained.
Note that the optimal potential φ∗ may not be unique, because ∇φ∗ = ∇(φ∗ + v) for any null vector v
of ∇ (physically, such null vectors represent conserved quantities). Nonetheless, the optimal conservative force
f ∗ = −∇φ∗ is always unique due to strict convexity of the function θ → D(f kθ).

SM2.2 Dual variational principle for excess EPR, Eq. (5)

Here we derive the dual variational principle for the excess EPR, which appears as the maximization problem in
Eq. (5) in the main text.
Consider the partial derivatives of the objective in Eq. (4) in the main text,
∂φx D(f k−∇φ) =

X


Jρ ∇ρx − e[−∇φ]ρ −fρ ∇ρx = [∇T J − ∇T j(−∇φ)]x ,

ρ

where we used Eq. (S19) and ∂φx [−∇φ]ρ = −∇ρx . The partial derivatives vanish for all x at the minimizer φ∗ , so
∇T J = ∇T j(−∇φ∗ ).

(S20)

Next, write the optimization problem in Eq. (5) using the equivalent space of strictly positive fluxes,
σ̇ex = infM D(J 0 kj(0))
J 0 ∈R>0

where ∇T J 0 = dt p,

(S21)

where D is the generalized KL divergence for flux vectors,
D(J 0 kj(0)) :=

X
ρ

Jρ0 ln

Jρ0
− Jρ0 + jρ (0).
jρ (0)

For convenience, let f ∗ = −∇φ∗ indicate the optimal conservative force in Eq. (4). Since dt p = ∇T J and
∇T J = ∇T j(f ∗ ) from Eq. (S20), j(f ∗ ) is in the feasible set of Eq. (S21). Now consider any other J 0 that satisfies
∇T J 0 = dt p, and define the convex mixture a(λ) := (1 − λ)j(f ∗ ) + λJ 0 . The directional derivative of the objective

function in Eq. (S21) at j(f ∗ ) toward J 0 is given by
∂
D(a(λ)kj(0))
∂λ

λ=0

=

X
aρ (λ)|λ=0
(Jρ0 − jρ (f ∗ )) ln
jρ (0)
ρ

=

∗
X
Jρ efρ −fρ
(Jρ0 − jρ (f ∗ )) ln
Jρ e−fρ
ρ

=

X
(Jρ0 − jρ (f ∗ ))fρ∗
ρ

= f ∗ T (J 0 − j(f ∗ )) = −φ∗ T ∇T (J 0 − j(f ∗ )).

This directional derivative vanishes since ∇T J 0 = dt p = ∇T j(f ∗ ). Because this holds for every J 0 and the KL
divergence is convex in both arguments [5], j(f ∗ ) is the solution of the optimization problem in Eq. (5).
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SM2.3 Pythagorean relation for housekeeping and excess EPR, Eq. (6)

Here we derive the Pythagorean relation for housekeeping and excess EPR, Eq. (6) in the main text.
Recall that the excess EPR is defined as
σ̇ex := D(f k0) − D(f k−∇φ∗ ).

(S22)

Using Eq. (S19), the definition of j(θ), and a bit of rearranging, this can be rewritten as
σ̇ex =

X

∗

Jρ [−∇φ∗ ]ρ + e−fρ − e[−∇φ

]ρ −fρ



.

(S23)

ρ

Next, observe that Eq. (S20) implies that
X

Jρ [−∇φ∗ ]ρ =

ρ

X

Jρ e[−∇φ

∗

]ρ −fρ

[−∇φ∗ ]ρ .

ρ

Plugging back into Eq. (S23) gives
σ̇ex =

X

Jρ e[−∇φ

∗

]ρ −fρ

∗

[−∇φ∗ ]ρ + e[∇φ

]ρ


− 1 = D(−∇φ∗ k0).

(S24)

ρ

The Pythagorean relation follows from Eqs. (S22) and (S24).

SM2.4 Excess EPR as a maximization problem, Eq. (8)

Here we derive Eq. (8) in the main text, which represents excess EPR as a maximization problem.
First, we use our definition of the excess and housekeeping EPR to write

σ̇ex = σ̇ − σ̇hk = D(f k0) − minN D(f k−∇φ) = maxN D(f k0) − D(f k−∇φ) .
φ∈R

φ∈R

(S25)

Using Eq. (S19) and the definition of j(θ), the objective on the RHS can be written as
D(f k0) − D(f k−∇φ) =

X

Jρ (fρ + e−fρ − 1) −

ρ

X

Jρ (fρ − [−∇φ]ρ + e[−∇φ]ρ −fρ − 1).

ρ

Cancelling terms and plugging back into Eq. (S25) gives
σ̇ex = maxN
φ∈R

X
ρ

Jρ [−∇φ]ρ −

X

Jρ e−fρ (e[−∇φ]ρ − 1).

(S26)

ρ

The variational expression in Eq. (S26) is completely general and does not make use of any physical assumptions.
To derive Eq. (8), we now introduce the assumption that there are no odd variables. As described in the main text,
this means that forces are defined as fρ = ln(Jρ /Jρ̃ ), where ρ̃ is the reverse reaction corresponding to reaction ρ,
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thus the fluxes obey Jρ e−fρ = Jρ̃ . Note also that in all systems, the stoichiometry of the reverse reactions obeys
∇ρ̃x = −∇ρx , thus [−∇φ]ρ = [∇φ]ρ̃ . We now perform a change of variables ρ → ρ̃ in the last sum in Eq. (S26) and

rearrange. This gives Eq. (8):
X

σ̇ex = maxN
φ∈R

Jρ ([−∇φ]ρ − e[∇φ]ρ + 1).

(S27)

ρ

We emphasize that a similar technique can be used to derive the variational expression of the overall EPR, σ̇ , found
in Eq. (7) in the main text. Specifically, let us write
σ̇ = D(f k0) − min D(f kθ) = max [D(f k0) − D(f kθ)],
θ∈Θ

(S28)

θ∈Θ

where Θ ⊂ RM is the set of antisymmetric current observables. This expression holds because D(f kθ) = 0 when
θ = f ∈ Θ. By expanding and rearranging terms, in the same manner as above, we arrive at
σ̇ = max
θ∈Θ

X

Jρ θρ −

X

ρ

Jρ e−fρ (eθρ − 1).

(S29)

ρ

This is a variational expression that holds without any assumptions. In the information theory literature, it is
sometimes called the Donsker-Varadhan representation of the KL divergence.
As above, however, we may now introduce the assumption that there are no odd variables, so that Jρ e−fρ = Jρ̃ .
Using this assumption, along with the fact that θ is antisymmetric, we perform a change of variables ρ → ρ̃ in the
last sum in Eq. (S29) and rearrange. This gives Eq. (7) in the main text,
σ̇ = max
θ∈Θ

X

Jρ (θρ − e−θρ + 1).

(S30)

ρ

We note that Eq. (S30) has previously appeared in Ref. [69] in the context of stochastic systems with linear dynamics.
However, as our derivation shows, the same variational expression also applies to nonlinear chemical systems.
SM2.5 Excess EPR vanishes in steady state and scales as kdt pk2 near steady state

Here we show that for systems without odd degrees of freedom, σ̇ex vanishes in steady state. More generally, we
show that σ̇ex ∼ kdt pk2 near steady state.
To show that σ̇ex vanishes in steady state, we use the relation
∇T j(0) = −∇T J ,

(S31)

which follows from
[∇T j(0)]x =

X
ρ

∇ρx jρ (0) =

X
ρ

∇ρx Jρ e−fρ =

X
ρ

∇ρx Jρ̃ =

X
ρ

∇ρ̃x Jρ = −

X
ρ

∇ρx Jρ = −[∇T J ]x .
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Here we used the definition of jρ (0) from Eq. (1) (main text), fρ = ln(Jρ /Jρ̃ ) (local detailed balance for systems
without odd variables), changed variables as ρ → ρ̃, and then applied the stoichiometric identity ∇ρx = −∇ρ̃x .
Therefore, if a system is in steady state, ∇T J = 0 = −∇T j(0), so j(0) satisfies the constraint in Eq. (5) while
achieving the minimum value D(0k0) = 0.
To show that σ̇ex ∼ kdt pk2 , we use the variational principle from Eq. (5) in the main text, via its equivalent
formulation in terms of strictly positive fluxes as Eq. (S21). First, define the following vector of fluxes,
+

+

J 0 =: j(0) + 2(∇T ) (dt p) = j(0) + 2(∇T ) ∇T J ,
+

where (∇T ) is the pseudo-inverse of ∇T . Note that
+

kJ 0 − j(0)k ≤ 2k(∇T ) kkdt pk,

(S32)

so for sufficiently small kdt pk, it must be that the element of J 0 are strictly positive (since the elements of j(0) are
strictly positive). Next, observe that the fluxes J 0 satisfy the constraint in Eq. (S21):
+

∇T J 0 = ∇T j(0) + 2∇T (∇T ) ∇T J = −∇T J + 2∇T J = ∇T J = dt p,

where we used that ∇T j(0) = −∇T J . Eq. (S21) then implies that
0 ≤ σ̇ex ≤ D(J 0 kj(0)).

(S33)

Finally, note that D(J 0 kj(0)) as a function of its first argument is convex, differentiable, and achieves its minimum
value of 0 if J 0 = j(0) — therefore it vanishes to first order in kJ 0 − j(0)k. Eq. (S32) implies that kJ 0 − j(0)k is
of order kdt pk, so D(J 0 kj(0)) is of order kdt pk2 . Then, Eq. (S33) implies that σ̇ex is also of order kdt pk2 .

SM3.

Generalization of variational principle from Ref. [44]

Ref. [44] showed that, for stochastic master equations without odd variables and subject to conservative forces, the
EPR can be expressed in terms of a variational principle. Here we demonstrate that our expression for the excess EPR,
Eq. (S26), provides a generalization of this variational principle to arbitrary stochastic master equations, including
ones with odd variables and with nonconservative forces.
Consider a system whose probability distribution evolves according to a stochastic master equation,
dt px (t) =

X

α
α
(py (t)Rxy
− px (t)Ryx
),

y(6=x),α

where

α
Rxy

is the rate of jumps y → x mediated by reservoir α. Suppose that the system is also associated with a set

α , where  indicates conjugation of odd variables (see Section SM6).
of reverse transition rates Ryx

15

We now show that Eq. (S26) implies the following variational principle for the excess EPR:
σ̇ex = max [−dt DKL (p(t)kq(−t))].

(S34)

q∈Ω

where DKL is the KL divergence between normalized probability distributions and Ω is the set of all probability
distributions over the states. The notation q(−t) indicates that q evolves backwards in time under the reverse rates,
X

−dt qx (−t) =

α
α
(qy (−t)Rxy
− qx (−t)Ryx
).

(S35)

y(6=x),α

Eq. (S34) implies that σ̇ex is the fastest rate of contraction of KL divergence between the actual distribution p evolving
forward in time and any other distribution evolving backward in time under the reverse rates. The maximum in
∗

Eq. (S34) is achieved by the “pseudo-equilibrium” distribution qx∗ ∝ px e−φx , defined via the optimal potential φ∗ in
Eq. (4).
To derive Eq. (S34), we defined a reaction ρ for each transition (y → x, α), with backward and reverse fluxes
α = p Rα and J˜α = p Rα . (In the special case of a system without odd variables, x = x and the backward
Jxy
y xy
x yx
xy
α = p Rα ). We then apply Eq. (8),
fluxes involve only a time-reversal, J˜xy
x yx

i
h X
X
α
σ̇ex = maxN −
(dt px )φx −
py Rxy
(eφx −φy − 1) .
φ∈R

x

x6=y,α

Next, we change the variable of optimization from potentials to probability distributions q ∈ Ω via ln qx = ln px −
φx + const. Using this replacement, we rewrite the right hand side as

p q
i
h X
X
px
x y
α
−
py Rxy
−1 .
max −
(dt px (t)) ln
q∈Ω
qx
qx py
x
x6=y,α

Since

P

x dt px (t)

= 0, the first sum is
−

X
X
X
px
=−
(dt px (t) ln px ) +
(dt px (t)) ln qx .
(dt px (t)) ln
qx
x
x
x

(S36)

We rewrite the second sum as


X  px
X  px
α
α
α
α
qy Rxy
− py Rxy
qy Rxy
− px Ryx
=
qx
qx

y6=x,α

y6=x,α

=

X px X
x

=−

qx

qx

dt qx (−t) = −px dt ln qx (−t),

Eq. (S34) follows by combining Eqs. (S36) and (S37) and rearranging.
For systems without odd variables and subject only to conservative forces,
σ̇ex = σ̇,



y(6=x),α

X px
x

α
α
qy Rxy
− qx Ryx

α
α
Ryx
= Ryx
,

q ∗ = π eq ,

(S37)
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where π eq is the stationary equilibrium distribution. In this case, Eq. (S34) reduces to Eq. (2) in Ref. [44].
Our result can be used to derive the following bound,
Σex (τ ) ≥ DKL (p(0)kp(τ )),

(S38)

which generalizes the main result of Ref. [44]. The derivations proceeds in the same way as in Ref. [44], Eq. (3).
Consider a system that undergoes a driving protocol R(t) over t ∈ [0, τ ] starting from some initial distribution p(0),
giving rise to a trajectory of probability distributions {p(t) : t ∈ [0, τ ]}. Suppose that the system does not have odd
variables and that the driving protocol is time-symmetric, R(t) = R(τ − t). We can then choose q(0) = p(τ ) in
Eq. (S34), so that q(t) = p(τ − t) is a solution to Eq. (S35). We integrate both sides of Eq. (S34) from t = 0 to
t = τ /2 to give
τ /2

Z

τ /2

Z
σ̇ex (t) dt ≥

Σex (τ /2) =
0

−dt DKL (p(t)kp(τ − t)) dt = DKL (p(0)kp(τ )).
0

Since σ̇ex (t) ≥ 0 at all t, we then have
Σex (τ ) ≥ Σex (τ /2) ≥ DKL (p(0)kp(τ )).

SM4.

Optimal potential and gradient flow

It is known that, for a system without odd variables and subject only to conservative forces, the temporal evolution
can be expressed as the gradient flow of a free energy potential. This result has been shown both for stochastic master
equations [45, 48] and for chemical systems with mass action kinetics [49]. We briefly review these results in our
own notation.
Consider some distribution potential Φ(p) defined over the system’s distribution p, which may be a normalized
probability distribution or an unnormalized concentration vector. The time derivative of this function is given by
∂t Φ(p(t)) = (dt p(t))T gradp Φ(p(t)).

(S39)

Note that we typically leave the time dependence of p(t) implicit, writing it as p. Note also that we write the gradient
as gradp Φ(p) := (∂p1 Φ(p), . . . , ∂pN Φ(p)), rather than ∇Φ(p), to avoid confusion with the discrete gradient matrix
used in other parts of this work. A system is said to evolve according to a gradient flow if
dt p(t) = −Kgradp Φ(p)

(S40)

for some positive-semidefinite matrix K . Note that K can depend on time, though we omit this in our notation.
Combining Eqs. (S39) and (S40) implies
∂t Φ(p(t)) = −(gradp Φ(p))T K(gradp Φ(p)) ≤ 0,

(S41)
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thus the value of Φ(p(t)) decreases over time.
Let us now suppose that the system has only conservative forces and undergoes autonomous driving. We then
define the distribution potential as the generalized KL divergence between the system’s actual distribution and the
equilibrium,
Φ(p) := D(pkπ eq ) =

X

px ln

x

px
− px + πxeq ,
πxeq

which represents the free energy. It can then be shown that the temporal evolution is a gradient flow [48, 49],
dt p(t) = −Kgradp D(pkπ eq ),

(S42)

×M
where K is a N × N positive-semidefinite matrix defined as K = ∇T L∇, where L ∈ RM
is a diagonal matrix
+

with entries Lρρ = 21 (Jρ − Jρ̃ )/fρ . In fact, L is a M × M Onsager matrix that maps forces to net fluxes at the level
of individual (one-way) reactions, while K is a N × N Onsager matrix which maps forces to dynamics at the level
of species. If the system is autonomous (no time-dependent driving), then the equilibrium distribution π eq and the
function D(·kπ eq ) do not depend on time. Therefore, free energy D(·kπ eq ) is a Lyapunov function for the dynamics,
which implies stability of autonomous systems with conservative forces.
Our decomposition generalizes Eq. (S42) to systems with nonconservative forces (and without odd variables). We
show this using a similar technique as found in Ref. [14]. First, define the parameterized reaction-level Onsager
×M
matrix L(θ) ∈ RM
as
+

1
1
Lρρ (θ) = Jρ e−fρ (eθρ − 1)/θρ = (jρ (θ) − jρ (0))/θρ .
2
2

(S43)

This Onsager matrix maps forces to the net fluxes at the level of individual edges, where the forward fluxes defined
by the exponential family in Eq. (1) in the main text,
1
L(θ)θ = (j(θ) − j(0)).
2

(S44)

Note that L(θ) reduces to the previous Onsager matrix when θ = f , L = L(f ). We also define a “pseudoequilibrium” distribution using the optimal potential φ∗ ∈ RN from Eq. (4),
∗

πx∗ := px e−φx .

(S45)

Note that φ∗ can always be chosen so that π ∗ satisfies the system’s conservation laws (e.g., so that π ∗ is a normalized
probability distribution in a stochastic system, satisfies mass conservation in a chemical system, etc.), and in a system
with only conservative forces, φ∗ can be chosen so that π ∗ = π eq . Then, in analogy to Eq. (S42), the temporal
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evolution is a gradient flow for the generalized KL divergence between p and π ∗ ,
1
dt p = ∇T J = ∇T (j(−∇φ∗ ) − j(0)) = −∇T L(−∇φ∗ )∇φ∗ = −Kgradp D(pkπ ∗ ),
2

(S46)

where K := ∇T L(−∇φ∗ )∇ is a positive-semidefinite species-level Onsager matrix. In deriving this result, we first
used ∇T j(−∇φ∗ ) = ∇T J from Eq. (S20) and ∇T j(0) = −∇T J from Eq. (S31), and then used Eq. (S44).
We emphasize that this result holds for all systems, including ones with nonconservative forces. Moreover, by
Eq. (S41), this result means that the distribution p moves in time so as to decrease D(pkπ ∗ ). However, because the
pseudo-equilibrium distribution π ∗ can itself depend on p, even in an autonomous system, the function p → D(·kπ ∗ )
in general is not time-independent. This means that for systems with nonconservative forces, Eq. (S46) is in general
a non-autonomous gradient flow, and does not imply Lyapunov stability.
We finish by noting that a similar gradient flow result was also derived in Ref. [14]. However, that result was
based on a different optimal potential (specifically, it was the optimal potential φ∗ons from Eq. (S77), discussed in
Section SM7.2 above), as well as a different Onsager matrix.

SM5.

Thermodynamic uncertainty relations

Here we provide a derivation of the thermodynamic uncertainty relations (TURs), Eq. (9) and Eq. (10).
We first derive the TUR in Eq. (9) in the main text. Let φ ∈ RN be any state observable that satisfies the scaling
condition k∇φk∞ = maxρ |[∇φ]ρ | ≤ 1. We restrict Eq. (8) in the main text to scalar multiples of φ and rearrange
to give
X


σ̇ex ≥ max − λJφ −
Jρ (eλ[∇φ]ρ − 1) ,
λ∈R

(S47)

ρ

where we used the definition Jφ = (dt p)T φ = J T ∇φ. Note that [∇φ]ρ ∈ [−1, 1] by the scaling assumption and
that eλx − 1 ≤ x(eλ − 1) for x ∈ [0, 1] and eλx − 1 ≤ −x(e−λ − 1) for x ∈ [−1, 0]. Plugging these inequalities into
Eq. (S47) leads to the bound
σ̇ex ≥ max(−λJφ + Vφ − Vφ+ eλ − Vφ− e−λ ),
λ∈R

(S48)

where we defined the positive (Vφ+ ) and negative (Vφ− ) activity of the observable as
Vφ+ :=

X
ρ:[∇φ]ρ >0

Jρ [∇φ]ρ = (Vφ + Jφ )/2,

Vφ− :=

X

Jρ [−∇φ]ρ = (Vφ − Jφ )/2.

ρ:[∇φ]ρ <0

−Jφ
. Plugging this into Eq. (S48) gives
Eq. (S48) can be maximized in closed form to find the optimal λ∗ = ln VVφφ +J
φ

the first inequality in Eq. (9). The second inequality follows by noting that Vφ ≤ A.
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We now derive the finite-time TUR in Eq. (10). For notational convenience, define Φ(x) := x tanh−1 x. Then,
write Eq. (9) as

σ̇ex (t) ≥ 2Vφ (t)Φ

Jφ (t)
Vφ (t)




= 2Vφ (t)Φ

|Jφ (t)|
Vφ (t)


.

We can then bound the integrated excess EP as




Z τ
Z τ
Z τ
|Jφ (t)|
Vφ (t)
|Jφ (t)|
Σex (τ ) :=
σ̇ex (t) dt ≥ 2
Vφ (t)Φ
dt = 2τ hVφ i
dt.
Φ
Vφ (t)
Vφ (t)
0
0
0 τ hVφ i

(S49)

Applying Jensen’s inequality to the convex function Φ gives


R τ



Z τ
Vφ (t)
|Jφ (t)|
Lφ
0 |Jφ (t)| dt
Φ
dt ≥ Φ
≡Φ
.
Vφ (t)
τ hVφ i
τ hVφ i
0 τ hVφ i
Combining these results and the definition Φ gives
Σex (τ ) ≥ 2Lφ tanh−1

Lφ
,
τ hVφ i

which is the first inequality in Eq. (10). The second inequality follows from hAi ≤ hAi.

SM6.

Systems with odd variables

SM6.1 Entropy production rate

Here we consider stochastic jump process with odd variables, that is variables such as velocity whose sign must be
flipped under time reversal. We derive an expression of EPR by starting from a discrete-time formulation.
Consider a system with odd variables that is coupled to a single heat bath and evolves over some small time interval
τ  1. Let px indicate the probability of state x at time t, and let Ty|x (τ ) indicate the conditional probability that the

system is in state y at time t + τ , given that it was in state x at time t.
For systems with odd variables, the entropy production (EP) of jump from x → y is [Eq. 11, 65],
σyx (τ ) = ln

px Ty|x (τ )
.
py Tx|y (τ )

(S50)

where x is the conjugation of state x with odd-parity variables flipped in sign. Eq. (S50) is the statement of the
thermodynamic principle of local detailed balance for systems with odd variables (see [12, 13, 65] and [Sec. 5.3.4,
70]). The expected EP over time τ is given by the KL divergence between the forward and backward transition
distributions,
Σ(τ ) = DKL (px Ty|x (τ )kpy Tx|y (τ )) =

X

px Ty|x (τ )σyx (τ ) +

X
x

x6=y

|

{z

Transitions

}

|

px Tx|x (τ )
.
px Tx|x (τ )
{z
}

px Tx|x (τ ) ln

Diagonals

(S51)
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The second term, which we label “Diagonals”, vanishes if the system doesn’t have odd variables (since then x = x).
The EPR is the derivative of EP with respect to τ , σ̇ = ∂τ Σ(τ ). To compute this derivative, we suppose the
transition matrix Tt,t+τ arises from a continuous-time Markov chain with a time-homogeneous generator R, so
Ty|x (τ ) = τ Ryx + O(τ 2 ),

Tx|x (τ ) = 1 −

X

Ty|x (τ ) = 1 − τ

y(6=x)

X

Ryx + O(τ 2 ).

(S52)

y(6=x)

We then evaluate the time derivative of EP at τ = 0, considering the derivatives of the two terms in Eq. (S51)
separately. The first term gives
∂τ

X

px Ty|x (τ )σyx (τ ) =

X

=

X

x6=y

px Ryx ln

px Ty|x (τ )
px Ty|x (τ )
+ px Ryx −
py Rxy
py Tx|y (τ )
py Tx|y (τ )

px Ryx ln

px Ryx
,
py Rxy

x6=y

x6=y

where we also used that limτ →0
∂τ

X
x

px Tx|x (τ ) ln

px Ty|x (τ )
py Tx|y (τ )

=

px Ryx
py Rxy .

(S53)

The second term Eq. (S51) gives

X
px Tx|x (τ )
px Tx|x (τ )
px Tx|x (τ )
=
∂τ px Tx|x (τ ) ln
+ ∂τ px Tx|x (τ ) −
∂τ px Tx|x (τ )
px Tx|x (τ )
px Tx|x (τ )
px Tx|x (τ )
x
X
=
∂τ px Tx|x (τ ) − ∂τ px Tx|x (τ )
x

=−

X

px Ryx +

x6=y

In deriving this expression, we used that

X

px Ryx .

(S54)

x6=y

px Tx|x (τ )
px Tx|x (τ )

= 1 at τ = 0 as well as Eq. (S52). Combining Eq. (S53) and

Eq. (S54), plus a bit of rearranging, gives
σ̇ := ∂τ Σ(τ ) =

X

px Ryx ln

y6=x


px Ryx
− px Ryx + py Rxy .
py Rxy

Note that, in general, Eq. (S56) does not have the usual “flux-force” form σ̇ =

px Ryx
y6=x px Ryx ln py Rxy ,

P

(S55)

as it does in

systems without odd variables.
In deriving Eq. (S55), we assumed that the system is coupled to a single heat bath. However, the derivation can
be generalized to multiple heat baths (or other types of reservoirs), as often done in stochastic thermodynamics [71].
Let Ty,α|x (τ ) indicate the conditional probability that the system is in state y and last exchanged energy with bath α
at time t + τ , given that the system was in state x at time t (α = ∅ when x = y ). Assuming Ty,α|x arises from the
continuous-time generator Rα , we can then generalize Eq. (S55) to
σ̇ =

X 
y6=x,α

α
px Ryx
ln

α

px Ryx
α
α
−
p
R
+
p
R
x yx
y xy .
α
py Rxy

(S56)
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SM6.2 EPR as a generalized KL divergence

We now show that the EPR in a system with odd variables, as derived in Eq. (S56), can be expressed in our
formalism as a generalized KL divergence between elements of an exponential family.
As for stochastic master equations without odd variables, we define one reaction ρ for each transition (x → y, α)
(x 6= y ), whose reverse reaction ρ̃ corresponds to the transition (y → x, α). The fluxes of these two reactions are
α and J = p Rα , as usual. Next, we define the thermodynamic force across reaction ρ as
given by Jρ = px Ryx
ρ̃
y xy
α )/(p Rα )], in line with Eq. (S50). We emphasize that in the presence of odd variables, in general
fρ = ln[(px Ryx
y xy

fρ 6= ln(Jρ /Jρ̃ ). Next, we define the exponential family of fluxes jρ (0) = Jρ eθρ −fρ , exactly as in Eq. (1). For the
α .
reaction ρ corresponding to (x, y, α), jρ (f ) = Jρ and jρ (0) = Jρ e−fρ = py Rxy

Eq. (S56) can then be written as the generalized KL divergence between j(f ) and j(0),
σ̇ =

X
Jρ ln
ρ


Jρ
−fρ
= D(f k0),
−
J
+
J
e
ρ
ρ
Jρ e−fρ

(S57)

as in Eq. (3) in the main text. Our housekeeping/excess decomposition of EPR — as described in Eq. (4), Eq. (5),
and Eq. (6) — depends only on the fact that the EPR can be expressed as σ̇ = D(f k0). Therefore, those definitions
apply without modification to systems with odd variables.
As we note in the main text, some of the subsequent results do depend on properties of systems without odd
variables. For instance, some of our results exploit the symmetry ∇T J = −∇T j(0) from Eq. (S31), which in
general won’t hold for systems with odd variables. For instance, for systems with odd variables, it is no longer
guaranteed that excess EPR vanishes in steady state. However, it will vanish as long as an additional condition is
satisfied, which is that the steady state is symmetric under conjugation odd variables, πx = πx .
This is related to the fact that, in systems with odd variables, the steady state may be out of equilibrium even when
the thermodynamic forces are conservative. However, the steady state will always be in equilibrium if the forces
are conservative and the steady-state distribution is symmetric under conjugation of odd variables. See Ref. [13] for
further discussion.
See Section SM7.1 for a comparison of our decomposition and the HS decomposition in systems with odd variables.

SM6.3 Example: particle on a ring

We now provide a simple example to illustrate our decomposition on a system with odd variables. It will be
shown that our excess and housekeeping EPR terms are always nonnegative, unlike the HS decomposition where the
housekeeping EPR can take unphysical negative values [12, 13, 21].
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We use a standard model from the literature on the stochastic thermodynamics of systems with odd variables
[12, 13, 21], illustrated in Fig. 3. There is a particle on a ring with L locations, which has a binary velocity degree of
freedom which is odd. Formally, the system’s state is given by x = (r, v), where r ∈ {1, . . . , L} is the position of the
particle on the ring and v ∈ {−1, +1} is the velocity. For x = (r, v), the conjugated state is given by x = (r, −v).
The particle moves in the direction of its velocity, (r, v) → (r + v, v), with rate eα when v = +1 and rate 1 when
v = −1. In addition, the velocity flips as (r, v) → (r, −v) with rate eγ when v = +1 and rate 1 when v = −1. The

thermodynamic forces across the two types of transitions are


α

ln pr,v e
v = +1
pr+v,v
= ln pr,v − ln pr+v,v + vα,
f(r,v)→(r+v,v) =


ln pr,v α v = −1
pr+v,v e


γ

ln pr,v e γ v = +1
pr,−v e
f(r,v)→(r,−v) =
= ln pr,v − ln pr,−v .


ln pr,v
v = −1
pr,−v
The steady-state distribution is given by
πr,v =

δv,1 + δv,−1 eγ
.
L(eγ + 1)

(S58)

In this model, the parameter α controls the breaking of symmetry for the two direction of movement around the ring,
leading to nonconservative forces when α 6= 0. The parameter γ controls the breaking of symmetry of velocity flips,
leading to a steady-state distribution that is not symmetric under conjugation of odd variables (πr,v 6= πr,−v ) when
γ 6= 0. The steady state is in equilibrium, only when α = 0 and γ = 0.

Figure 3. We consider a standard model of a discrete system with an odd degrees of freedom [12, 13, 21]: a particle on a ring of L states with
position r ∈ {1, . . . , L} and velocity v ∈ {−1, +1}, where the velocity is odd.

HS
In Fig. 4, we visualize the time-dependent values of EPR σ̇ , our excess EPR σ̇ex , and the HS excess EPR σ̇ex
. We

consider a system with L = 4 positions and the non-stationary initial distribution prv ∝ 10δr0 δv1 + 1. We consider
four conditions:
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1. α = 0 and γ = 0, so that all transitions are symmetric. Here the forces are conservative, f = −∇φ for
φx = ln px and the steady-state distribution is symmetric under conjugation of odd variables. The steady state
HS
is in equilibrium and σ̇ = σ̇ex = σ̇ex
at all times.

2. α = 0 and γ = 1, so velocity flips (r, −1) → (r, +1) occur more frequently than (r, +1) → (r, −1). The
forces are conservative, f = −∇φ for φx = ln px , but the steady state is not symmetric under conjugation of
odd variables. The steady state is not in equilibrium (σ̇ > 0 in steady state). Since the forces are conservative,
under our decomposition the housekeeping EPR vanishes and σ̇ = σ̇ex at all times. The HS decomposition
HS
HS
gives different results, which can take unphysical negative values: σ̇ex
> σ̇, σ̇hk
< 0.

3. α = 1 and γ = 0, so movements along the ring with positive velocity are faster than those with negative
velocity. The steady state is symmetric under time-reversal but the forces f(r,v)→(r+v,v) are not conservative,
so the steady state is out of equilibrium. Our decomposition and HS decomposition both obey 0 ≤ σ̇ex ≤ σ̇ and
HS
HS
≤ σ̇ . We also verify that, in systems with steady states that symmetric under time reversal, σ̇ex ≥ σ̇ex
0 ≤ σ̇ex
HS
= 0 in steady state.
always (Eq. (S59) in Section SM7.1) and σ̇ex = σ̇ex

4. α = 1 and γ = 1, so the forces are not conservative and the steady state is not symmetric under conjugation
HS
HS
> σ̇, σ̇hk
< 0. Under our
of odd variables. The HS decomposition again gives unphysical values σ̇ex

decomposition, neither σ̇ex nor σ̇hk vanish in steady state.

Entropy production

α = 0, γ = 0

α = 0, γ = 1

α = 1, γ = 0
8
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4
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4
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0
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Figure 4. Plots of overall EPR σ̇, our excess EPR σ̇ex , and the HS excess EPR σ̇ex
for the ring model with an odd velocity variable. When
α 6= 0 the forces are non-conservative, when γ 6= 0 the steady-state distribution is not symmetric under conjugation of odd variables. The HS
HS
HS
decomposition can give unphysical values (σ̇ex
> σ̇, σ̇hk
< 0) when γ 6= 0.
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SM7.

Comparisons with other decompositions

SM7.1 Hatano-Sasa decomposition

Here we compare our information-geometric housekeeping/excess decomposition, σ̇ = σ̇ex + σ̇hk , to the HS
HS
HS
housekeeping/excess decomposition, σ̇ = σ̇hk
+ σ̇ex
. We derive the following inequality:
HS
σ̇hk ≤ σ̇hk

HS
σ̇ex ≥ σ̇ex

(S59)

for (1) stochastic master equations without odd variables, (2) stochastic master equations with odd variables and
time-symmetric steady states, and (3) chemical systems with complex balance and mass action kinetics. In all cases,
we show that the HS housekeeping EPR can be written as the generalized KL divergence
HS
σ̇hk
= D(f k−∇φss ),

(S60)

where φss
x := ln(px /πx ) is defined via the steady-state distribution π . Since our housekeeping EPR satisfies the
variational principle in Eq. (4), Eq. (S60) implies Eq. (S59).
We first consider the simplest case, a stochastic master equation without odd variables. The EPR is given by [71]
σ̇ =

X

α
px Ryx
ln

y6=x,α

α
px Ryx
,
α
py Rxy

(S61)

where α indexes over thermodynamic reservoirs. The HS excess and housekeeping terms are then given by [16, 71]
HS
σ̇ex
=

X

α
px Ryx
ln

y6=x,α
HS
HS
σ̇hk
= σ̇ − σ̇ex
=

px πy
πx py

X
y6=x,α

(S62)

α
px Ryx
ln

α
px Ryx
.
α π /π
px Rxy
y
x

(S63)

Within our exponential family Eq. (1), the potential φss gives rise to the fluxes
α
α
[j(−∇φss )]x→y;α = py Rxy
eln px /πx −ln py /πy = px Rxy
πy /πx .

It leads to the following generalized KL divergence,
D(f k−∇φss ) =

X

α
px Ryx
ln

α
px Ryx
πy
α
α
− px Ryx
+ px Rxy
α
px Rxy πy /πx
πx

(S64)

α
px Ryx
ln

α
px Ryx
HS
= σ̇hk
,
α π /π
px Rxy
y
x

(S65)

y6=x,α

=

X
y6=x,α

where in the second line we used that
 X
X 
πy
px X
α
α
px Rxy
− px Ryx =
πx
πx
x
y6=x,α

y(6=x),α


α
α
πy Rxy
− πx Ryx
= 0,
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which follows since π is a steady-state distribution. In this way, we derived Eq. (S60) in Eq. (S65).
Next, we consider stochastic master equations with odd variables, under the assumption that the steady-state
distribution is symmetric under conjugation of odd variables πx = πx . As shown in Eq. (S56) in Section SM6, the
EPR is
σ̇ =

X

α

px Ryx
α
α
−
p
R
+
p
R
.
x
y
yx
xy
α
py Rxy

α
px Ryx
ln

y6=x,α

(S66)

The HS excess EPR is still defined as in Eq. (S62), while the HS housekeeping EPR is the remainder [12, 13]:
X

HS
HS
σ̇hk
= σ̇ − σ̇ex
=

α

px Ryx
α
α
− px Ryx
+ py Rxy
.
α
px Rxy πy /πx

α
px Ryx
ln

y6=x,α

(S67)

The potential φss gives rise to the fluxes
α
α
[j(−∇φss )]x→y;α = py Rxy
eln px /πx −ln py /πy = px Rxy

πy
,
πx

and leads to the following generalized KL divergence
D(f k−∇φss ) =

X

α
px Ryx
ln

y6=x,α

α
px Ryx
πy
α
α
.
πy − px Ryx + px Rxy
α
πx
px Rxy πx

Finally, we have
X 



X 
α
α
α
α
px Rxy
πy /πx − py Rxy
=
px Rxy
πy /πx − px Ryx

y6=x,α

y6=x,α

=


X px X 
α
α
Rxy
πy − Rxy
πx
πx
x
y(6=x),α


X px X 
α
α
=
Rxy
πy − Rxy
πx = 0,
πx
x
y(6=x),α

where we used the symmetry πx = πx . Plugging

πy
α
y6=x,α px Rxy πx

P

=

α
y6=x,α py Rxy

P

into Eq. (S67) implies

Eq. (S60).
Finally, we consider chemical systems that obey complex balance, meaning that the net current entering and leaving
each chemical complex vanishes in steady state [72]. We also assume mass action kinetics, as in Eq. (S14). In that
case, the HS excess and housekeeping EPR is [17, 18]
HS
σ̇ex
=−

X
ρ

Jρ

X

∇ρx ln

x

"
HS
HS
σ̇hk
= σ̇ − σ̇ex
=

X
ρ

Jρ

cx
.
πx

(S68)

#
Jρ X
cx
ln
+
∇ρx ln
,
Jρ̃
πx
x

(S69)
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where c is the vector actual concentrations and π is the vector of steady-state concentrations (c and π are nonnegative,
but do not necessarily sum to 1). Using the potential φss
x := ln(cx /πx ), Eq. (S69) can be written as
HS
σ̇hk
= J T (f + ∇φss ).

Using this expression and Eq. (2), we write
HS
D(f k−∇φss ) = σ̇hk
− V,

(S70)

where for notational convenience we defined
V =

X
ss
(Jρ − Jρ̃ e[−∇φ ]ρ ).

(S71)

ρ

We prove Eq. (S60) by showing that V = 0.
To begin, split the right hand side of Eq. (S71) into contributions from the forward and negative side of each
reversible reaction r (see discussion of notation in Section SM1),
V =

X
X
ss
ss
(Jr→ − Jr← e[∇φ ]r ).
(Jr→ − Jr← e[−∇φ ]r ) +

(S72)

r

r

Using Eq. (S14), each term in the first sum can be written as
Jr→ − Jr← e[−∇φ

ss

]r

= kr→

Y

cxνxr − kr←

Y

=

x

where

Jρss

πx

Y  cx νxr −κxr
πx

x

x

x

Y  cx νxr

cκxxr

!
kr→

Y

πxνxr

−

kr←

Y

πxκxr

=

x

x

x

Y  cx νxr
πx

Jρss ,

is the current (net flux) across reversible reaction r in steady state. Using a similar derivation, we write

each term in the second sum in Eq. (S72) as
ss

Jr→ − Jr← e[∇φ

]r

=−

Y  cx κxr
x

πx

Jρss .

(S73)

Combining, we rewrite Eq. (S71) as
"
#
X Y  cx νxr
Y  cx κxr
ss
ss
V =
Jρ −
Jρ .
π
π
x
x
r
x
x

(S74)

Now split the right hand side into contributions from each reactant complex and each product complex. Let C indicate
the set of reactant and product complexes, where each element of C is a vector η ∈ NN
0 with ηx is the number of
species x in complex η . Let A(η) = {r : νxr = ηx ∀x} indicate the set of reactions that have reactant complex η ,
and let B(η) = {r : κxr = ηx ∀x} indicate the set of reactions that have product complex η . Then, we can rewrite
Eq. (S74)

V =

X
η∈C


X Y  cx νxr
X Y  cx κxr

Jρss −
Jρss 
π
π
x
x
x
x
r∈A(η)

r∈B(η)
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X Y  cx ηx

X

X Y  cx ηx

Jρss −
π
πx
x
η∈C r∈A(η) x
r∈B(η) x


X Y  cx ηx X
X

=
Jρss −
Jρss  .
π
x
x

=



η∈C

By the definition of complex balance,

r∈A(η)

ss
r∈A(η) Jρ

P

=

Jρss 

r∈B(η)

ss
r∈B(η) Jρ

P

for each η [72]. Therefore, V = 0, which

implies Eq. (S60).

SM7.2 “Onsager-projective decomposition” from Ref. [14]

This paper builds on recent work by the present authors [14], which studied excess and housekeeping EPR in
discrete Markovian systems. It considered both on linear stochastic master equations and nonlinear chemical reaction
networks, though only without odd variables (see also Refs. [19, 20] for continuous systems).
As in the present paper, Ref. [14] considers the excess and housekeeping decomposition from a geometric perspective. In that paper, the EPR is written as the squared (generalized) Euclidean norm of the force vector under an
appropriate metric:
σ̇ = kf k2L ≡ f T Lf ,

(S75)

×M
where f ∈ RM is the thermodynamic force (same as in this paper) and L is a diagonal matrix RM
of edgewise
+

Onsager coefficients,
1
Lρρ = (Jρ − Jρ̃ )/fρ .
2

(S76)

(The factor 1/2 appears here but not in Ref. [14] due to a minor change of convention: unlike Ref. [14], in this
paper we consider reversible reactions as two separate reactions.) The force vector is projected onto the subspace of
conservative forces, which gives rise to the optimal potential:
φ∗ons = arg min f − (−∇φ)
φ∈

RM

2
.
L

(S77)

where the subscript “ons” refers to the Onsager metric. The housekeeping EPR is then defined as the squared
(generalized) Euclidean distance from f to the subspace of conservative forces, while the excess EPR is defined as
the squared (generalized) Euclidean norm of the projected conservative force,
σ̇ = kf k2L = kf − (−∇φ∗ons )k2L + k∇φ∗ons k2L .
|
{z
} | {z }
ons
σ̇hk

ons
σ̇ex

(S78)
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ons
ons
We refer to σ̇hk
and σ̇ex
as the Onsager-projective housekeeping and excess EPR terms.

In this paper, we work within the non-Euclidean setting of information geometry. In our case, distance is measured
in terms of KL divergence rather than generalized Euclidean norm. Nonetheless, it is clear that Eq. (4) is the
information-geometric analogue of Eq. (S77), while Eq. (6) is the information-geometric analogue of Eq. (S78).
Thus, our approach is an information-geometric extension of Ref. [14].
Euclidean geometry suffices for systems that exhibit Onsager-type linear relations between thermodynamic forces
and fluxes, as occurs near steady state or near equilibrium. On the other hand, far-from-equilibrium analysis requires
an information-geometric treatment. For this reason, the TURs and TSLs derived in Ref. [14] are in general only
tight for systems that are close to equilibrium and/or steady state, while the bounds derived in this paper can be tight
arbitrarily far from equilibrium.
However, we can relate the two decompositions. In accordance with Ref. [14], we restrict our attention to systems
without odd variables, and show that
ons
σ̇hk ≥ σ̇hk

ons
σ̇ex ≤ σ̇ex
.

(S79)

To derive this result, recall that for systems without odd variables, each reaction ρ is paired with a unique reverse
reaction ρ̃ such that fρ̃ = −fρ . Consider the KL divergence between the forward fluxes J = j(f ) and any other
j(θ) where θ is anti-symmetric (θρ = −θρ̃ ):
D(f kθ) =

X

=

X

Jρ (e−(fρ −θρ ) + (fρ − θρ ) − 1)

ρ

Jρ̃ (efρ −θρ − (fρ − θρ ) − 1).

ρ

On the first line we rearranged Eq. (2) in the main text, and in the second line we used anti-symmetry of f and θ .
Combining these expressions, and using Jρ = efρ Jρ̃ , gives
D(f kθ) =


1X
Jρ̃ (efρ −θρ − (fρ − θρ ) − 1) + efρ (e−(fρ −θρ ) + (fρ − θρ ) − 1) .
2 ρ

We now rewrite the right hand side as
D(f kθ) =
=


ef − 1
1X
Jρ̃ h(fρ − θρ , fρ ) +
(fρ − θρ )2
2 ρ
f
1X
Jρ̃ h(fρ − θρ , fρ ) + kf − θk2L ,
2 ρ

where for convenience we defined the following function:
h(a, b) =

h (ea − a − 1) + eb (e−a + a − 1)
a2

−

eb − 1 i 2
a .
b

(S80)
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It can be verified (e.g., by taking derivatives with respect to a) that the term inside the brackets is nonnegative. Thus,
h is nonnegative, therefore D(f kθ) ≥ kf − θk2L given Eq. (S80). Finally, since θ = −∇φ is anti-symmetric, we

arrive at Eq. (S79):
ons
.
σ̇hk = min D(f k−∇φ) ≥ min kf − (−∇φ)k2L = σ̇hk

φ

φ

For a numerical comparison between the decomposition proposed in this paper and Ref. [14], see Section SM7.3.
We now consider the limit in which the two decompositions agree. Using the derivations above, we have the bounds
ons
0 ≤ σ̇hk − σ̇hk
≤

1X
Jρ̃ h(fρ + [∇φ∗ons ]ρ , fρ ).
2 ρ

(S81)

The function h(a, b) vanishes to first order around a = b and a = 0 (in general, h(a, b) is symmetric under the
ons
transformation a 7→ b − a). In the context of Eq. (S81), a = b reflects that σ̇hk and σ̇hk
agree to first order around

∇φ∗ons = 0 (steady state) while a = 0 reflects that they agree to first order around f = −∇φ∗ons (the forces are

conservative). We can ask if they also agree to second order there. A Taylor expansion of h(a, b) shows that second
order terms do not vanish except in the limit b → 0. In the context of Eq. (S81), this is the equilibrium limit fρ → 0,
where the thermodynamic force across each reaction vanishes. Note that
c1 kf k2 ≥ kf k2L ≥ kf + ∇φ∗ons k2L ≥ c2 kf + ∇φ∗ons k2

where c1 = max(Jρ + Jρ̃ )/2, c2 = minρ

p

Jρ Jρ̃ , and k · k is the usual Euclidean norm (we used Eq. (S78) for the

middle inequality, the others come from bounds on the logarithmic mean in Eq. (S76)). Thus, if fρ → 0, we can
assume that fρ + [∇φ∗ons ]ρ , first argument of h, also vanishes in Eq. (S81). We now expand h in each argument and
rearrange to give
h(γ, f ) =

1 2
γ (γ − f )2 + O(5 ) = O(4 )
12

(S82)

ons
for f, γ ∼ . Plugging into Eq. (S81) shows that σ̇hk and σ̇hk
agree to third order in the equilibrium limit.

As discussed in Ref. [14], the Onsager-projective decomposition can be seen as an extension of the Maes and
Netočný (MN) approach [10] to discrete systems. The decomposition proposed in this paper can be seen as a
generalization of the MN decomposition to the far-from-equilibrium regime.

SM7.3 Numerical comparison with Refs. [14] and [47]

Here, we numerically compare three decompositions: the Onsager-projective decomposition described in Section SM7.2, the “Hessian decomposition” which was recently proposed in Ref. [47], and the information-geometric
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decomposition that we propose in this Letter. While an inequality exists between the Onsager decomposition and
our decomposition, Eq. (S79), no inequality between the Hessian decomposition and the others has been proved
analytically. Nonetheless, our numerical results prove that they are different. They also suggest that the Hessian
decomposition gives intermediate values between the other two decompositions.
To be self-contained, we briefly review the Hessian decomposition presented in Ref. [47]. Consider a system
without odd variables that has M reactions, having forward and reverse fluxes Jρ and Jρ̃ . We adopt the notation
defined in Section SM1: we use r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M/2} to label each pair of reactions ρ and ρ̃, where the forward/reverse
fluxes of the pair are indicated as Jr→ = Jρ and Jr← = Jρ̃ . We define a vector of currents (net fluxes) J ∈ RM/2
p
M/2
as Jr := Jr→ − Jr← , a vector of “frenetic activities” ω ∈ R+ as ωr := 2 Jr→ Jr← , and a vector of (half)forces
F ∈ RM/2 as Fr =

1
2

¯ T to indicate the N × M/2 matrix that only has columns
ln(Jr→ /Jr← ). We use the notation ∇

¯ T maps currents to time evolution vectors: dt p = ∇
¯ T J = ∇T J .
for the forward reaction (ρ) in each pair (ρ, ρ̃). ∇
1
2

We emphasize that Ref. [47] uses the convention that forces Fr =

ln(Jr→ /Jr← ) are scaled by 1/2 relative to the

forces as defined in this paper, fr = ln(Jr→ /Jr← ).
Observe that the currents can be expressed as
s
Jr = ωr sinh(Fr ) =

p

Jr→ Jr←

Jr→
−
Jr←

s

Jr←
Jr→

!
= Jr→ − Jr← .

Conversely, this equation can be solved for Fr as
Fr = sinh−1 (Jr /ωr ).

These relations can also be derived from a higher level structure. Define two dual convex functions which are the
Legendre conjugate of each other: for a fixed ω , the convex function
Ψω (J 0 ) :=

Xh

Jr0 sinh−1 (Jr0 /ωr ) − ωr

hp

1 + (Jr0 /ωr )2 − 1

ii

r

is the Legendre conjugate of
Ψ∗ω (F 0 ) =

X

h
i
ωr cosh(Fr0 ) − 1 ,

r

and they specify the current and force across reaction r as
Jr = ∂Fr Ψ∗ω (F ),

Fr = ∂Jr Ψω (J ).

Note that for any ω , Ψω (0) = Ψ∗ω (0) = 0 holds and it is their minima. In general, a convex function ϕ(x) leads to
the Bregman divergence D(xkx0 ) := ϕ(x) − ϕ(x0 ) − hx − x0 , ∇ϕ(x0 )i ≥ 0, where h·, ·i is the normal inner product
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and ∇ϕ(x) is the gradient vector (∂x1 ϕ(x), ∂x2 ϕ(x), . . . )T of the function [4]. For a fixed ω , we can define the
Bregman divergences Dω and the dual one Dω∗ by
Dω (J 0 kJ 00 ) := Ψω (J 0 )−Ψω (J 00 )−hJ 0 −J 00 , ∇Ψω (J 00 )i
Dω∗ (F 0 kF 00 ) := Ψ∗ω (F 0 )−Ψ∗ω (F 00 )−hF 0 −F 00 , ∇Ψ∗ω (F 00 )i

As a general property of Bregman divergences and the Legendre transformation, we have
Dω (J 0 kJ 00 ) = Dω∗ (F 00 kF 0 )

(S83)

when (J 0 , F 0 ) and (J 00 , F 00 ) are Legendre dual coordinates. In this situation, we also have
Dω (J 0 kJ 00 ) = Ψω (J 0 ) + Ψ∗ω (F 00 ) − hJ 0 , F 00 i,

(S84)

σ̇ = hJ , F i = Ψω (J ) + Ψ∗ω (F ).

(S85)

which leads to

Note that in general, these Bregman divergences cannot be expressed as KL divergence because the current Jr can
be negative. Therefore, they cannot be related to the EPR, in the same way that we relate nonnegative one-way fluxes
to EPR via the divergence D in Eq. (3).
The Hessian decomposition [47] is defined by using two special points: (J eq , F eq ), which represent conservative
currents/forces, and (J ss , F ss ), which represent steady-state currents/forces. Given these two pairs of currents/forces,
we have
hess
σ̇hk
:= Ψω (J eq ) + Dω∗ (F kF ss ),

(S86)

hess
σ̇ex
:= Ψ∗ω (fss ) + Dω (J kJ eq ).

(S87)

To explain how (J eq , F eq ) and (J ss , F ss ) are determined, we define two kinds of sets. We define P(J 0 ) as the set
of currents that induce the same dynamics as J 0 by
¯ T J 00 = ∇
¯ T J 0 }.
P(J 0 ) := {J 00 ∈ RM/2 | ∇

(S88)

The other space Mω (F 0 ) is defined as the set of currents that are given by F 0 plus some conservative forces:
¯
Mω (F 0 ) := {∇Ψ∗ω (F 00 ) | F 00 ∈ F 0 + im ∇},

(S89)

¯ := {F 0 + ∇φ
¯ | φ ∈ RN }. Then, J eq and J ss are given as unique intersections as
where F 0 + im ∇
J eq := P(J ) ∩ Mω (0), J ss := P(0) ∩ Mω (F ),

(S90)
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while the corresponding forces F eq and F ss are provided as ∇Ψω (J eq ) and ∇Ψω (J ss ). Therefore, we see that, with
frenetic activity being fixed, J eq is the current induced by a conservative force which recovers the original dynamics,
while J ss is the steady-state current which is given by a force that has the same nonconservative contribution as the
actual force.
We note variational characterizations of (J eq , F eq ) and (J ss , F ss ), which can make easier to calculate the
decomposition numerically. J eq is given by
J eq = arg min Ψω (J 0 ),

(S91)

J 0 ∈P(J )

while F ss is obtained as
F ss = arg min Ψ∗ω (F 0 ).

(S92)

¯
F 0 ∈F +im ∇

Next, let us focus on a specific chemical reaction network. In Ref. [47], the authors discuss the reaction network
k1→

k2→

k3→

2X  2Y  X + Y  2X,
k1←

k2←

(S93)

k3←

assuming the mass action kinetics with rate constants presented in the chemical equations. We calculate our EPRs
ons
ons
hess
hess
σ̇hk , σ̇ex , the Onsager EPRs σ̇hk
, σ̇ex
, and the Hessian EPRs σ̇hk
, σ̇ex
, with the same parameters as Ref. [47].
√
√
Concretely, we used the rate constants k1→ = 1/2, k1← = 2, k2→ = 4, k2← = 47/4, k3→ = 2, and k3← = 15/2 + 2 2

to obtain (a) in Fig. 5, or k1→ = 1/2, k1← = 2, k2→ = 1/17, k2← = 85/8, k3→ = 273/68, and k3← = 137/68 to obtain
(b). The three decompositions are exhibited in Fig. 5, which reproduces numerical results obtained in Ref. [47]. The
ons
hess
ons
inequality σ̇ex ≤ σ̇ex
is also verified. In addition, we observe numerically that σ̇ex ≤ σ̇ex
≤ σ̇ex
, although we have

not proved analytically that these inequalities hold in general.
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Figure 5. Comparison of three EPR decompositions. We calculate EPRs of the chemical reaction network in Eq. (S93) for two distinct rate
constants (detailed values are given in the text).

